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Abstract
In this paper, we discuss the task of unknown environment exploration with a team
of robots. The goal is to reconstruct the 3D scene from onboard sensor data. There are
mainly three problems involved: reconstruction, motion planning, and multiple robot
collaboration. First we introduce the principal algorithms of reconstruction 3D models
from different kinds of vision sensors. Given the 3D model, feature-based localization
combined with probability framework can be used to locate each of the robots. Then
the problem is to plan the next moving step for every robot. In the multiple robots situation, we not only have to consider collision avoidance between robots, but also make
the full use of multiple robots collaboration. Finally, we conclude that it is feasible and
more efficient to have robot team exploration.
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Introduction

Exploring an unknown environment is a hot topic in mobile robotics. Its applications are
planetary exploration, reconnaissance, rescuing, cleaning etc., in which the complete coverage
of a terrain belongs to the inherent goals of a robotic mission. In this paper, we introduce
systems of several robots, with well-designed communication architecture, collaborating in
an unknown environment, so that as a team, they can reconstruct the 3D model of the
environment with onboard vision sensors.
There are mainly three problems involved: (1) to reconstruct a 3D bounded environment
map with a systematic exploration, (2) to locate the robots given sensor observations, (3)
to find collision-free and efficient paths of further exploration. A good reconstruction of the
environment will help increase the reliability for localization. An accurate localization will
be a good starting point for motion planning. A well-planned location for the robot’s next
step will speed up new sensor data acquiring. These three problems are thus interleaving
and make the problem complicated.
Environment reconstruction from sensor data is a classic vision problem. There are mature
algorithms for stereo camera reconstruction, which rely on a simple framework of a pair of
calibrated photometric cameras. In addition, there are algorithms based on more complicated
sensing devices, such as LIght Detection And Ranging(LIDAR) system. These specialized
devices usually gives more accurate reconstruction than stereo vision, at the cost of higher
prices.
After acquiring sensing data from all robots, the computation for reconstruction is usually
performed on a central computer. But some attempts have been made to achieve distributed,
onboard or even realtime reconstruction. Advantages are decreasing network payload as well
as increasing reconstruction speed.
After the environment model has been updated given the sensor observation at current
time instance, the new model can be used to correct the robot positions in the scene. This
step is essential to mobile robots’ (sometimes called rovers) navigation. It prevents the lost
of the robots, as errors in wheel odometry grows and accumulates quickly. In practice,
probabilistic framework is widely used to fuse different kinds of sensing information. The
most likely position is taken as the updated current location for the robot, from which we
can apply the Next Best View algorithms to plan for the next step for the robot.
One of the challenges for computing the next best view is the definition of the ”best”
next step position. Different applications have different measurements and cost functions.
For example, for 3D scene reconstruction, Hector Gonzalez-Banos et.al.[1] proposed one measurement that is roughly proportional to the additional information we can expect to get from
the new movement given the current know environment configurations. But this does not
take into account robot-robot collision cost as we are treating a team of robots now instead
of a single rover.
In Section 2, we survey over reconstruction algorithms given the current sensor observations. In Section 3, we introduce different kinds of robot localization approaches. In Section
4, we discuss motion planning for the robots in order to perform highly efficient reconstruction task. Robot coordination is also briefly discussed in this section. Finally, Section 5 gives
the summary.
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Environment Modeling

In the past few decades, automatic reconstruction of 3D models became very popular. Geometry modeling methodologies can be categorized according to the type of the adopted
sensors—active and passive sensors, both of which have been utilized to provide dense or
sparse 3D measurements of the real environment.
An overview of several different geometry based methodologies is presented in this section
starting with stereo techniques that utilize dense depth maps obtained from photometric
camera sensors followed by approaches that use the same kind of input data but instead
based on active sensors.

2.1

Passive Vision System

Computer stereo vision is the most widely used passive sensing method which is based on
triangulation between the pixels that corresponds to the same scene structure projection on
each of the images. It is usually the process of acquiring 3D range information about a scene
from two or more images taken from different viewpoints. This is similar to the human visual
system where the different perspectives of our two eyes result in a slight displacement of the
scene in each of the two monocular views that permits us to estimate depth.

Figure 1: Stereo Matched SIFT feature.
An intuitive setup applying this technique is stereo camera pairs. The process is as
follows. Feature points are first extracted from the left and right camera images, which are
captured at the same time instance as the tie points. An option to extract feature points
is to use Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) developed by Lowe[2], which claims to
be invariant to image translation, scaling, rotation and partially invariant to illuminance
changes and affine or 3D projection, thus make them suitable landmarks. These features are
then matched using known epipolar constraint, disparity constraint, robot motor odometry
constraint etc. Figure 1 shows an example of the matched SIFT feature points, where the
side length is proportional to the disparity. Hundreds of features can be robustly extracted
this way. Consequently, the 3D position (X, Y, Z) of each stereo matched feature pair can be
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computed using the following equations:
X = (u − u0 )I/d;

Y = (v0 − v)I/d;

Z = f I/d

(1)

where (u, v, d) are the image landmark location and disparity, (u0 , v0 ) are the image center
coordinates, I is the baseline and f is the focal length.
After computation of the camera ego-motion, all the 3D points in a local frame can be
transformed to a global reference coordinate system. Models of the environment can then
be created from the global 3D point cloud. The camera ego-motion computation will be
discussed in more detail in the Section 3, because it is closely related with robot localization.
Figure 2 shows the architecture of one of this type of stereo vision systems. Figure 3 shows
a sample model constructed this way.

Figure 2: Stereo vision system architecture.

Figure 3: A view of reconstruction using stereo matching.
Passive stereo vision is not confined to only camera pairs. A system that uses a single
uncalibrated hand-held camera for full scene reconstruction has been proposed by Pollefeys
et.al.[3]. But in order to equip it in applications like robot exploration where computation
time is highly demanding, binocular camera pair is a good choice, because there are off-theshelf integrated hardware offering stereo matching and outputting the disparity or depth map
directly. One of this kind is the Bumblebee camera[4].
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2.2

Active Sensing System

Active sensing is more recent than passive. However the significantly progressing technology
makes the use of such sensors widely spread. There are two main categories of such sensors.
The ones based on structured light triangulation and the laser range scanners(LRS). Sensors
belonging in the first class project a light stripe on the scene and use a camera to view it.
Based on accurate knowledge on the configuration of the light emitter relative to the camera,
depth can be computed. The second category of sensors emit and receive a laser beam and
by measuring difference of phase, time of flight or frequency shift depth is measured. These
latter sensors are the most widely used in robotics applications due mainly to their ability
to operate on medium and long ranges.
The idea of using a laser range scanner for acquisition of 3D data is not new. Nitzan
et.al.[8] used a laser which was based on the phase difference between the emitted and the
received beam in order to estimate distance to a point. At the time, the acquisition rate was
500ms per pixel making the formation of a 128 × 128 image a process lasting more than two
hours. Now, it is possible to capture higher resolution (500 × 500) range images at a rate of
several Hz. Figure 4 shows a typical LRS scan.

Figure 4: Left: an robot equipped with LRS device; Right: an LSR (LIDAR) image.
The LRS output is already a 3D depth map, which is its advantage over a stereo camera
pair (in the latter, one needs to perform feature extraction and 3D reconstruction from the
images). Usually it is faster, and generally independent of lighting changes and other noise.
But one drawback besides the price is that they can hardly recover texture for the 3D model,
if they are not combined with an ordinary photo camera.
However, this approach also has to align local 3D data to a global environment model,
which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3. Once the multiple images are registered
into a common coordinate frame, range data from regions of the scanned surface captured
from more than one image can be integrated to obtain a single fused surface.

2.3

3D Data Fusion

For an exploration robot team, the more diverse the vision sensors are, the more flexible the
team is, and the more robust the final environment reconstruction to be expect. However for
a robot team equipped with different types of vision sensors, e.g. stereo vision, LRS etc., at
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some stage, 3D data need to be fused to get a single model of the environment. One solution
can be registering the two models up to affine transformation based on some parametric
models, then using the Iterative Closest Point(ICP) method to get the values for the model.
Other approaches include using Markov Random field to exploits the fact that discontinuities
in range and coloring tend to co-align[9] etc.
The fusion can be calculated in a central machine. However, it can also be calculated
locally. For example, every robot has a local environment map based on vision data collected
so far by itself. The fusion happens only when one robot is visible in another robot’s view.
In this way, we decrease the amount of data transmitted in the robot network, which is
indeed the bottleneck for most of reconstruction robot teams nowadays. More detailed robot
interaction and coordination will be discussed in Section 4.

3

Robot Localization

It is the fact, though not mentioned in the previous section that, in order to reconstruct the
3D model from the current data, we need to recover the pose of our robot—the pose of the
vision sensors, to be more exact—in the environment, i.e. “localization of the robot”. Since
the more accurate the robot pose we can estimate, the better model we would get from the
3D sensor data; while the better the environment model we have at hand, the easier to tell
from the current observation where the robot is located. So this localization problem and
the model reconstruction or map building problem are usually treated together in Robotics
community as the “simultaneous localization and map building” (SLAM) problem.
Virtually all state-of-the-art SLAM algorithms are probabilistic. One family of probabilistic approaches employ Kalman filters to estimate the map and the robot location. The
resulting maps usually describe the location of landmarks, or significant features in the environment. An alternative family of algorithms is based on the Expectation Maximization
algorithm. These approaches specifically address the correspondence problem in mapping,
which is the problem of determining whether sensor measurement recorded at different points
in time correspond to the same physical entity in the real world. A third family of probabilistic techniques seek to identify objects in the environment, which may correspond to
ceilings, walls, doors that might be open or closed, of furniture and other objects that move.
In multiple robot collaboration configurations, people also tried to use nearby peer robot
explicitly as landmarks for localization [10].

3.1

Kalman-filter-based Localization for Stereo Vision

For the stereo vision SIFT features approach introduced in Section 2.1, the localization
method falls into the first family. In fact, in computer vision, there is a dual problem where
cameras are fixed, and the Kalman filter is exploited to infer location, speed, acceleration
etc. of the moving object in the video sequence, which is well-known as “object tracking”.
For the robot localization problem, the scene is fixed, while the robot and the cameras are
moving. In this case, Kalman filter and extended Kalman filter are also valid.
Specifically, a database of 3D feature landmarks is maintained, in which every entry
stores a 3D feature point with its position and orientation. Given a new observation of
6

the scene, instead of frame to frame matching, SIFT features at each frames are matched
with the database to reduce error accumulation. An extended Kalman-filter-based estimation of camera ego-motion is implemented from robot odometry to help predict the feature
characteristics for the landmarks in the next image frame.
Figure 5 shows the SIFT features that are matched to the database. The line connecting
the previous position to the current position is analogous to optical flow and we can see that
all the matches are consistent and correct. Then in order to find the camera movement that
would bring each projected SIFT feature into best alignment with its matching features, a
weighted least square procedure is carried our taking into account the feature uncertainty.
Finally, the newly obtained camera ego-motion is used to update the 3D landmark positions
in the database for the use of the next round of alignment.

Figure 5: SIFT features that are matched to the database from Figure 1.

3.2

Estimation Maximization for LRS Point Clouds

For the LRS system, since we can obtain much denser 3D points from the sensor directly, the
database approach for SIFT feature matching is not suitable here. An approach similar to
the second family that based on Expectation Maximization can be applied. The expectation
stage uses robot motor odometry to bootstrap an initial guess of the real odometry. Then
overlapped regions of the LRS scan is aligned by minimizing certain cost functions, such
as the distance between the two sets of 3D points. To be more concrete, the scan can be
represented by a set of points in 3D space. Let
pi (f ) = [X Y Z 1]T
represent the location of point i in homogenous coordinations in the scan f , and
P (f ) = [p0 (f ) p1 (f ) ... pN −1 (f )]
be the set of points in the scan where N is the total number of points in the scan, then
"

P (f + 1) =

R(f + 1, f ) t(f + 1, f )
OT
1
7
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where R(f + 1, f ) is a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and t(f + 1, f ) = [tx ty tz ]T is a translation
vector. Together the set {R(f + 1, f ), t(f + 1, f )} describes the relative pose of the LRS
between f and f + 1.
The problem of robot localization using 3D range scans is then to estimate the relative
pose {R(f + 1, f ), t(f + 1, f )} given P (f ) and P (f + 1). Then the estimates, R̂(f + 1, f ) and
t̂(f + 1, f ), can be used to correct the odometry error and provide a more accurate estimate
of the robot pose.
The estimation of the relative pose can be achieved using Iterative Closest Point(ICP)
algorithm, which is developed to register two sets of 3D points. The wheel odometry provides
an initial estimate, which is required by ICP. Once the relative location is found, multiple
3D scans can be registered together as a complete 3D model.
For consecutive pairs of scans, ICP is applied as follows:
1. The wheel odometry at f = 1 is used as an initial estimate for the robot’s relative pose
for ICP, which will give R̂(1, 0) and t̂(1, 0).
2. For each consecutive pair of scans, the ICP algorithm refines the estimates, R̂(f + 1, f )
and t̂(f + 1, f ) and use them to correct the robot’s pose with respect to f = 0 , that
is, computing R̂(f + 1, 0) and t̂(f + 1, 0).
3. Then for registering P (f + 1) and P (f + 2), the corrected pose {R̂(f + 1, 0), t̂(f + 1, 0)}
and the wheel odometry at f + 2 provide an initial estimate to initialize the ICP
algorithm.
This procedure attempts to correct the robot’s pose at each location so that errors in the
wheel odometry will not accumulate over a long distance of travel. Moreover, starting from
the calculated pose, we can go through the process again until the feature points converges.
A key advantage of such EM-like algorithm over Kalman filtering lies in the fact that it
solves the correspondence problem. It does so by repeatedly re-localizing the robot relative
to the present map in the E-step. The pose posteriors calculated in the E-step correspond
to different hypotheses as to where the robot might have been, and hence imply different
correspondences. By building maps in the M-step, these correspondences are translated
into features in the map, which then either get reinforced in the next E-step or gradually
disappear.

3.3

Multiple Robot Localization

Although one could solve the problem of localizing N robots by localizing each robot independently, which is a valid approach that might yield reasonable results in many environments,
if robots can detect each other, there is opportunity to do better. When a robot determines
the location of another robot relative to its own, both robots can refine their internal beliefs
based on the other robot’s estimate, hence improve their localization accuracy. The ability
to exchange information during localization is particularly attractive in the context of global
localization, where each sight of another robot can reduce the uncertainty in the estimated
location dramatically.
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An efficient probabilistic approach for collaborative multi-robot localization was proposed
by Dieter Fox et.al. [5]. It is based on Markov localization, a family of probabilistic approaches that have recently been applied with great practical success to single-robot localization. In contrast to previous research, which relied on grid-based or coarse-grained topological
representations of a robot’s state space, their approach adopts a Monte Carlo sampling-based
representation, which is capable of approximating a wide range of belief functions in real-time.
The key idea of multi-robot localization is to integrate measurements taken at different
platforms, so that each robot can benefit from data gathered by robots other than itself. But
if one stack a single belief over all robots’ poses, the dimensionality of this vector growths
with N , the number of robots. Thus, modeling the joint distribution of the positions of all
robots is infeasible already for small values of N .
Fox et.al. instead maintain factorial representations, i.e., each robot maintains its own
belief function that models only its own uncertainty, and occasionally, e.g., when a robot sees
another one, information from one belief function is transferred from one robot to another.
The factorial representation assumes that the distribution of the combined pose is the product
of its N marginal distributions:
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t)

P (L1 , ..., LN ) = P (L1 ) · ... · P (LN )
Strictly speaking, the factorial representation is only an approximate, as one can easily
construct situations where the independence assumption does not hold true. However, the
factorial representation has the advantage that the estimation of the posteriors is conveniently
carried out locally on each robot. In the absence of detections, this amounts to performing
Markov localization independently for each robot. Detections are used to provide additional
constraints between the estimated pairs of robots, which will lead to refined local estimates.
In general, the space of all robot positions is continuous-valued and no parametric model
is known that would accurately model arbitrary beliefs in such robotic domains. However,
practical considerations make it impossible to model arbitrary beliefs using digital computers.
To solve this problem, Monte Carlo Localization can be applied[6]. MCL is a version of
Markov localization that relies on sample-based representations and the sampling/importance
re-sampling algorithm for belief propagation, which bypasses the complication of explicit
belief models. Figure 6 shows the experiment result of their multiple robot localization.
Notice that the advantage of simultaneous localization of multiple robots over individual
localization.
However, there are still some limitations for this approach:
1. Currently, only seeing another robot detections are processed. Not seeing another robot
is also informative, even though not as informative as positive detections.
2. The localization module must be able to identify individual robots, hence they must
be marked appropriately.
3. The collaboration described here is purely passive. The robots combine information
collected locally, but they do not change their course of action so as to aid localization.
For this issue, a carefully designed communication scheme will certainly help.
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Figure 6: Localization error for robots equipped with sonar sensors (black lines) or laser rangefinders (grey lines). The solid lines summarize results obtained by multi-robot localization and
the dashed lines are obtained when ignoring robot detections.
Despite these open research areas, the approach did provide a sound statistical basis for
information exchange during collaborative localization, and empirical results illustrate its
appropriateness in practice. These results suggest that robots acting as a team are superior
to robots acting individually.

4

View Planning

In order to complete the exploration, the robots have to plan a motion path given the
current perception of the environment. From the last section, given that the robots can
locate themselves in the environment, we introduce algorithms planning a collision-free and
also efficient path for a robot to move along. Here, by saying “efficient”, we mean optimized
path according to some criteria or measurement. For example, for the reconstruction mission,
it is reasonable to take information gain of sensor observations as one of the measurements.
Also free of collision should be a hard constraint. In this section we will first discuss view
planning for a single robot. Then we will extend to multiple robot situation.

4.1
4.1.1

Single Robot View Planning
Planning for Maximum Information Acquisition

This topic has been analyzed by Computer Aided Design and Acquisition group for years.
The problem can be specified as to find the optimal position in the configuration space
based on current observations, such that we acquire most informative new observations of
the environment.
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Some criteria should be developed to measure the quality of information acquisition. We
now introduce one of them—the “goodness function” with an example. Suppose we wish to
mosaic or cover the exterior of a building B with stereo camera views. We define the visibility
criterion with a real-valued “goodness” function. Consider a candidate viewing position q in
the 2D plane. A particular viewing ray is defined by q and a unit direction vector r. The
goodness of the ray Γ(q, r) is defined as the product of the 0, 1—valued line-of-sight, range,
and incidence constraints and two real-valued terms (only calculated if the first three are all
non-zero). These are: foreshortening and vertical framing.
The goodness of a viewing position is evaluated by casting one ray per sensor pixel and
taking their average goodness. A sample synthetic omnidirectional image is given in Figure
7(a). Figure 7(b) shows a building surrounded by sampled viewing positions (more on this in
the next subsection) and a particular position at which is being calculated. The intensities
of the rays are proportional to their individual goodnesses. A high-resolution depiction of the
components of the goodness objective function is shown in Figure 7(c-e). And by choosing
from the maximum goodness we can find the optimal position for the next view.

Figure 7: (a) Sample synthetic omnidirectional image (partial) of building with diffuse shading
showing foreshortening (red lines are 90 degree intervals); (b) Building polygon, uniform
samples, and viewing position with cast rays (ray saturation proportional to goodness); (c)
Goodness function with foreshortening term only discretized at 1 m resolution; (d) Goodness
function with vertical framing term only; (e) Combined (via product) goodness function
For LRS sensors, the goodness function can also be constructed, bearing that one of the
evaluations could be the depth discontinuity. For multiple robot situation, we can stack constraints of robots together, so that multiple robot motion planning can also be dealt in this
framework. Another thing is that in practice, to construct a goodness map for every robot entity at every time instance is every time-consuming, thus like other path planning algorithms,
random sampling approaches are used to calculate a near optimal solution instead.
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4.1.2

Collision Free Path Planning from Vision

After we define a goal position for the robot, we need to find a collision-free path for it to
go from the starting position towards that goal. We introduce a method—the wedge bug
algorithm. Since for now the motion planning is addressed, the robot is modeled as a point
in a 2D binary environment. Every point in the environment is either contained within an
obstacle, which blocks sensing as well as motion, or lies in free space, where the robot can
move freely around. The field of view (FoV) of the vision sensor is modeled as a wedge. And
the robot is located at the tip of the wedge.
The algorithm is based upon two modes which interact to ensure global convergence:
motion-to-goal (MtG) and boundary following (BF). Each mode is more finely divided
into components that improve efficiency and handles the limited FoV problem.
Motion-to-Goal is typically the dominant behavior of the two. It basically directs the
robot to move towards the goal using a local version of the tangent graph, restricted to the
visible region. The tangent graph (also known as the ”reduced visibility graph”) consists
of all line segments in free space connecting the initial position, the goal, and all obstacle
vertices; such that the segments are tangent to any obstacles they encounter. Let LTG(S)
be the local tangent graph within the set S, defined as the local restriction, such as obstacles
or other robots in a multiple robot situation. Figure 8 shows such a configuration.

Figure 8: Local tangent map in an arbitrary obstacle configuration.
In each planning step, the robot first senses a wedge, W0 , in which contains the vector
from the current position to the goal. (All wedges in the subsequent discussion are assumed
to subsume a half-angle .) The planner constructs the local tangent graph LTGW 0 . If there
are no visible obstacles intersecting the ray, the planner move the robot maximum distance
within the LTG towards the goal; otherwise, it add a new node at the obstacle position and
start a new search from the new node, until either the maximum point towards the goal in
LTG is reached/unreachable. In the latter case, the planner switches to ”boundary following”
(BF).
The basic idea of Boundary Following is to bypass the blocking obstacle until progress
can be made once more toward the goal. Unlike Motion-to-Goal case, Boundary Following
uses two wedge views, one toward the goal and one in the direction of traveling around
the obstacle boundary, to determine whether a clear path towards the goal exists while the
robot circumnavigates the obstacle, as shown in Figure 9. Immediately after a switch from
Motion-to-Goal to Boundary Following, however, the robot must determine its direction of
travel around the blocking obstacle O.
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Figure 9: Boundary following in the presence of obstacles.
Figure 10 shows the Wedge Bug algorithm implemented on the Mars Rover. As we can
see, in the real world, the rover is not a single point. But this approximation can be simply
corrected by dually extending the obstacle size to a certain amount so that it guarantees that
one point in the free space for a point robot will also give collision-free configuration for the
real rover. The right image in Figure 10 shows one of the maps generated when the rover
is moving in the test bed. A final notice is that even though our objective is to reconstruct
a 3D environment map, the exploration workspace for our wheeled robots can be taken as
2D, which makes the wedge bug algorithm feasible for both Mars surface exploration and a
general purpose exploration robot team, as in our paper.

Figure 10: Boundary following in the presence of obstacles.

4.2

Multiple Robot Coordination Scheme

There are several approaches for multi-robot motion planning, control and coordination reported in the literature. Most of them can be categorized as centralized or decentralized.
Several other approaches however, may combine two or more characteristics of the aforementioned characteristics.
Some deliberative approaches for motion planning consider a group of n robots as a single
system with n degrees of freedom and use centralized planners. Although this approach guarantees completeness but its complexity is exponential in terms of the composite configuration
13

space. Other groups have pursued decentralized approaches to path planning. This generally
involves two steps: (1) individual paths are planned independently for each robot; and (2)
the paths are merged or combined such that collisions are avoided. These approaches are
also called coordinated path planning. People now tend to favor the decentralized version,
since it can be taken as a natural extension of the single robot motion problem. And what
we have discussed in the previous few sub-sections can still be valid for the multiple robot
cases.
More specifically, consider a world, W , occupied by a set of n robots, R = {R1 , ..., Rn }.
The ith robot Ri can be represented by a configuration qi in the configuration space C. Let
Fi ⊆ C denote the free configuration space for Ri . Additionally, let CRi (R \ Ri , t)1 ⊆ Fi
denote Ri ’s valid configuration space imposed by its formation constraints. The goal is to
steer each robot, Ri , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, from a initial configuration qiinit at time t = 0 to the goal
configuration qigoal ∈ Fi at some time t = T > 0 such that qi ∈ CRi (R \ Ri , t) ∀t ∈ (0, T ].
Formation constraints are constraints on individual robots induced by other robots in the
team. Thus, CRi (R \ Ri , t) depends on the robots’ characteristics, their configurations, and
also on the nature of the task. Notice that here the problem statement differs from the
previous definition of multi-robot motion planing problem in the sense that, besides interrobot collisions, other kinds of constraints can be include, for example, sensor field-of-view
constraints and communication range constraints.
The physical locations of the robots coupled with the characteristics of the hardware
and the requirements of the task dictate the neighborhood relationship for the group of
robots. This relationship can be represented by a graph G, where the robots themselves are
the vertices and the relationship itself is represented by directed edges or arcs. There are
constraint functions associated with each edge. For each constraint function in G, at least
one inequality of the form gk (qi , qj ) ≤ 0 is associated, representing a formation constraint.
When the motion planner is trying to plan for the next step for every robot, all the formation
constraints have to be satisfied.
As an example, consider the team of robots need to maintain communication during
the exploration. One of the constraints here to drive towards their goals while maintaining
communication with others. The group is represented by its communication graph Gc . The
existence of a communication link between Ri and Rj is represented by the edge eij and a
single function g(qi , qj ), which is directed related to the maximum range of their antennas.
The communication link between the robots is maintained only if constraint g(qi , qj ) ≤ 0 is
satisfied or, in other words, if Ri is within the communication range of Rj and vice-versa.
If we consider identical robots and omnidirectional antennas, we restrict our attention to
undirected graphs and represent the constraint function g(qi , qj ) by a circle with center in
qj and radius r, representing the communication range. Assume the graph is undirected,
g(qi , qj ) and g(qj , qi ) have the same equation and therefore the second can be thought as
another circle with center qi and radius r. In this case Gij and Gji have only one element,
which is a nonlinear function. Both sets define the regions γij and γji for qi and qj respectively,
where communication between Ri and Rj is guaranteed. Figure 11 shows the range constraint
of this type. More complicated visual constraints can also be added, such as no interference
of active vision sensors (LRS) should occur among the robots and so on.
One of the issues with this constraint design is that the graph G needs to be up to date,
but the change of the graph always happens locally involving edge-flipping, which is efficient.
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Figure 11: In order to maintain communication and avoid collisions, each robot induces two
circular constraints to its neighbors. The shaded area γij , represents a “safe” region for Ri
induced by Rj .
Another issue is that the constraint function can also vary with respect to time, but it can
also be determined locally, involving at most two robot status and temporary status.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have talked about three main aspects of environment exploration with
cooperative robots: 3D environment reconstruction, sensor-based robot localization, view
planning and collision avoidance for multiple robots under a decent framework. As mentioned
in Section 1, a good reconstruction of the environment will help increase the reliability for
localization. An accurate localization will be a good starting point for motion planning. A
good plan for the robot’s next step will speed up new sensor data acquiring. These three
problems are cause and effect of one another and form a closed loop. Theoretically, any
noise from the input might be amplified in the system if it is not robust enough, and thus
fails to reconstruct the environment, or even worse, damage the robots themselves because
of collision, for example. Therefore, although we have covered all main areas to accomplish
the ultimate reconstruction mission, a lot of implementation details and special cases have
not been covered.
For the reconstruction and localization, noise due to imaging sensors and jittering due to
the motion of the robot may cause computation errors of the 3D point location. Reflection
of the surface and lighting changes in the environment may change the appearance of a local
feature for stereo camera pairs. Dynamic object in the scene may cause confusion even for
active sensing system when merging local patches together.
For the path planning, challenging aspects include how to form an effective measurement
to evaluation the planning decisions, how to fuse information at hand, how to make not only
correct but also optimal planning for multiple robots, how to save the robot when it is stuck
in nowhere. The priority of the satisfaction of different factors, computation complexity of a
planner are also of this area.
For the robot coordination, there are two levels of ambiguities. First of all, on the level
of artificial intelligence: shall we make a more general-purpose robot team rather than just
for environment reconstruction? How to achieve that? How smart shall the robots be to
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cooperate with one another? What new functionalities may be brought to the system with
these collaborations? Would they be harmful? Secondly, on the level of architecture: How to
assign tasks to each of the robot entity? How to transfer information between each of them?
Who and when to make the next decision. In fact, even in a human team, these decisions
are complicated and controversial sometimes.
Admittedly, some of the areas are just at the beginning of the research stage, with the
techniques surveyed in this paper, we are assured that it is a feasible, efficient and prospective
concept to have multiple camera-based robots reconstruct the scene by collaborating with
one another as a team. And by solving the challenging problems remaining gradually, we
foresee great advances in this area in future.
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